
 

DevOps November 2022 Newsletter
Keep up-to-date on the latest resources, research, and events for

DevOps Test Data Manager, Service Virtualization, and Agile

Requirements Designer solutions.

2022 Accelerate State of DevOps Report
Broadcom Software is proud to sponsor the 2022 Accelerate State of DevOps

Report by Google Cloud’s DevOps Research and Assessment (DORA) team.
Check it out for the latest DevOps insights.

 
Looking for more news on the DORA report?

November 9 Webinar: Get an exclusive insider’s overview with Dustin Smith,
Staff User Experience Researcher at Google plus revealing perspectives

from Shamim Ahmed, DevOps CTO and Evangelist at Broadcom Software.
Key Blog Post: Uncover even more DORA details from DevOps CTO

Shamim Ahmed’s article, which features info on Identifying Critical
Interdependencies and The Force Multiplier Effect.

 

Scalable Masking with Test Data Manager Webinar 
November 17, 11:00 am ET
Too many data masking priorities? Learn to scale data masking capacity to meet

unrelenting demands and deadlines. Join Satyadarshi Mohanty - TDM Solution
Architect - as he reviews how TDM can scale horizontally to mask billions of rows

and reveals the latest features to manage masking jobs, throttling, and auto
scale. Get actionable advice

 

Scaling Data Masking with Test Data Manager Blog Post
For today’s development teams, the ability to scale data masking continues to get

more critical. How do teams scale masking capacity to accommodate expanding
demands and tight turnaround times? The good news is that Broadcom Test Data

Manager is helping customers meet these demands every day. Leverage the
benefits of Scalable Masking

 

Service Virtualization: Fine-Tune your Performance
Testing Webinar December 7, 11:00 am ET
When building, testing, and releasing applications, it is crucial that all

performance expectations are met. But for many, the demands of testing
application performance can be overwhelming and at times seemingly

impossible.
 

Enter Service Virtualization.  
 

Join Broadcom Software, Service Virtualization leaders - Andrew Gates and
Beverly Mindle – as they define best practices, share case studies and quantify

advantages for performance testing with Service Virtualization. Tune in 
 

How Service Virtualization Supports Cloud Computing:
Key Use Cases
Did you know that all the use cases for the Service Virtualization solution are just
as relevant in the cloud as they are in traditional on-premises-based systems? In

fact, Service Virtualization and cloud capabilities complement each other. Learn
more

 

ARD Office Hours Now Scheduled for Your Time Zone
What’s new? Now, you can log in to ARD discussions at convenient times for

your time zone! We are alternating sessions for U.S. and EMEA audiences: 
Select the ARD Office Hours series that’s right for you.  

 

Reimagined Broadcom Software Academy Spotlights
ARD
Our Broadcom Software Academy site continues to deliver the latest industry and

product info, including ARD updates. But now, you can also explore learning
paths, browse the latest trends, and leverage industry research, all while

personalizing the experience. Visit the site
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